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Part two

KITCHENS

ROB SANDERSON

In the second of a two-part special
on this most important of rooms,
ELIZABETH METCALFE focuses on
balancing materials and colours, and
explores the options for open shelving

If you want a colourful, patterned work surface, choose this engineered marble terrazzo, which is part
of designer Max Lamb’s ‘Marmoreal’ range for Dzek. It costs from £325 a square metre. The large green
f lecks connect neatly with the green-painted units, while brass edging adds a sophisticated touch. The
kitchen was designed by Play Associates. dzekdzekdzek.com | play-associates.com e
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FIND A BALANCE
Skilfully combining materials gives a layered feel
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1 Simple f loor-to-ceiling tiles and rustic cabinets in this kitchen, by American
designer Steven Gambrel, keep the marble worktop from looking too grand. Try
the ‘Metro White Tile’, £19.50 a square metre, from Topps Tiles. srgambrel.com
toppstiles.co.uk 2 In this minimalist kitchen, a classic palette of white paint,
Carrara marble and oak works in perfect harmony. The Vincent Van Duysen
table adds texture and the wall lights are from Skinflint. vincentvanduysen.com
skinflintdesign.com 3 Introduce colour to a kitchen with a splashback. Here,
interior designer Sarah Chambers has laid glass, stipple-painted with silver
gilt, over soft pink paint. sarahchambersinteriors.co.uk 4 The interior designer
Tara Craig chose Fired Earth’s distressed ‘Paris Isabelle’ tiles (£721.23 a square
metre) to complement the blue painted British Standard units. tcraig.co.uk
firedearth.com | britishstandardcupboards.co.uk 5 The shimmering concrete
island in this kitchen forms a pleasing contrast with the weathered wooden
cabinets, which were made from salvaged shutters.
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6 For her own kitchen, interior designer Rita Konig lined a wall with large,
square, pale blue tiles from Made a Mano. The room is also a masterclass in
kitchen lighting, with enamelled pendants, spotlights and a pretty table
lamp. ‘A lamp is always good, because it helps kitchens feel like decorated
rooms,’ explains Rita. ‘And lamps are useful in the evening when I want to
turn off the spotlights.’ ritakonig.com | madeamano.com 7 In this kitchen by
Maria Speake, the island is crafted from one piece of salvaged onyx, while
the geometric patterned cabinets are made from Victorian tulipwood and
oak shelves. The splashback and lower units are in reclaimed iroko wood, a
robust and water-resistant option. retrouvius.com 8 Combining tiles in
different formations will jazz up a wall. Here, a line of cream tiles has been
arranged vertically to break up the wall of horizontal tiles. The tile is the
‘Anya’ from Topps Tiles, in the ocean and frost colourways (£54.59 a square
metre). toppstiles.co.uk 9 Kitchen company West & Reid has clad this island
with encaustic cement tiles from Bert & May. The simple pattern provides a
visual contrast to the white Carrara marble worktop and splashback behind
the island. westandreid.co.uk | bertandmay.com e
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Open cupboards and shelving make storage stylish
1 Made-to-measure storage is not the only option. Auctions and antique fairs,
and websites such as The Saleroom, are great places to find free-standing
pieces, such as the open-sided Victorian shelving in this kitchen. the-saleroom.
com | retrouvius.com 2 This display unit by kitchen company Lanserring is
as beautiful as it is practical, with its deep petroleum oak chevron doors,
woven mesh sliding panel and walnut drawers and shelves. lanserring.com
3 Repurpose an existing piece of furniture, as in this kitchen by Maria Speake.
She had this island made from a piece of mahogany museum furniture and
then added a mirrored partition 15cm from the front to create a display unit
for glassware and ceramics. retrouvius.com 4 Two long, open shelves provide
elegant storage in this kitchen by the interior designer Rose Uniacke. It is
a good way to display decorative pieces. roseuniacke.com 5 Special storage
compartments for glassware and jars have been built into this smart ‘Phoenix’
kitchen by Poliform. poliformuk.com
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‘Eastern Bloc Factory
Pendant Lights’,
36 x 45cm diameter,
£300, from Skinflint.
skinflintdesign.com

‘HW601 Herringbone Oak
Wood Flooring’, £41.94
a square metre, from
Havwoods. havwoods.co.uk

GET THE
LOOK
‘Special Green Brick Metro
Tile’, 6 x 13cm, 70p a tile,
from Milagros. milagros.co.uk

‘The challenge here was
to integrate a fully
functional kitchen with
a design that looks a bit
thrown together,’ says
interior designer Hubert
Zandberg of this smart
Holland Park kitchen

‘Bronze Maria Banjo
with Pattress’ (gloss black
enamel), 19cm diameter,
£203.04, from Urban
Cottage Industries.
urbancottageindustries.com

CA S E ST U DY

PAUL MASSEY; JO BRIDGES; LUKE WHITE

The owners wanted a multi-functional space that did not feel fitted, so Hubert Zandberg decided to use plenty
of found pieces that would set the tone and prevent the kitchen from feeling too utilitarian. hzinteriors.com
TILES Glossy green tiles were chosen for one of the walls. ‘We wanted to form a link with the garden,’ says Hubert. The shelves on this wall
have also been tiled to blend in seamlessly. LIGHTING For task lighting over the island, Hubert has used large vintage shades, which he
combined to create a single three-pendant fixture. ‘I like to include boldly scaled, interesting lighting in kitchens,’ he says. ‘It is a
great way to add soul to the even the most minimal spaces.’ The cages on the bottom of the shades here give the lighting an industrial feel,
which is echoed by the grill-style metal doors in the corner. The larder, concealed behind them, is illuminated with a simple black wall light
above it and spotlights have been used to provide ambient lighting throughout. MATERIALS Mixed materials give a layered look.
The metal larder doors are a reproduction of vintage industrial doors, and they tie in well with the unusual vintage metal stools. The
island itself is topped with a chunky wooden worktop, which softens the metal elements and links with the wooden storage
unit to the right of the picture and the parquet flooring. e
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Complementary colour palettes that work, including tiles, worktops, furniture and lighting

Geometric

Earthy

WALLS ‘Bonheur Ceramic’ tiles (white), £71.28 a square metre, from
Artisans of Devizes. artisansofdevizes.com FLOORING ‘Hex Crossroads’ tiles
(custom green and milk), by Popham Design, £225 a square metre, from
Day True. daytrue.com LIGHTING ‘Mobil 70 Pendant Light Brass’, 70 x 46cm
diameter, £550, from The Conran Shop. conranshop.co.uk FURNITURE
‘Joyce Cabinet’, 187 x 132 x 42cm, £6,970, from Pinch. pinchdesign.com

WALLS ‘Cement Tile’ (rose babe), €94 a square metre, from
Emery & Cie. emeryetcie.com WORKTOP ‘Reclaimed Teak Worktop’,
120 x 100cm, £252, from Retrouvius. retrouvius.com FURNITURE
‘Bar Stool One’ (oak), 76 x 39.5cm diameter, £395, from Another Country.
anothercountry.com LIGHTING ‘Terracotta Medium’ pendant, 20 x 27cm
diameter, £288, from Hand & Eye Studio. handandeyestudio.co.uk

Provençal

Metropolitan

WALLS ‘Floral 1’ tiles, 15cm square, £26 each, from Victorian
Ceramics. victorianceramics.com LIGHTING ‘Single Paris Ceiling Light’,
12 x 12cm diameter, £45, from Willow & Stone. willowandstone.co.uk
TAPS ‘Classic Bibcock and Pillars’, 25 x 14.5cm, £499.20, from Lefroy
Brooks. uk.lefroybrooks.com FLOORING ‘Antique Hexagonal Blanc Rose’,
£105 a square metre, from Martin Moore Stone. martinmoorestone.com

WORKTOP AND SPLASHBACK ‘Carrara Marble’, £298.80
a square metre, from Lapicida. lapicida.com LIGHTING ‘Esme’
shade, 21 x 39cm diameter, £35, from Habitat. habitat.co.uk
TAPS ‘La Loire Kitchen Mixer Tap’, 37 x 17.3 x 23cm, from £540, from
Catchpole & Rye. catchpoleandrye.com FURNITURE ‘Camembert
Chair’, 82 x 45 x 51cm, from £1,277, from Howe. howelondon.com m
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